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Abstract- Most of the mobile operate and control by using keypad, touch screen, speech recognition
system etc. but we have one innovative idea to avoid using any physical interface for controlling the
mobile. For controlling mobile through the brain we invented “Smartphone Wireless Controlling and
brain thought monitoring System”. We use Wireless EEG headsets are used to acquire the brain
wave frequency signals directly from the brain and after signal processing it is given to the mobile.
For controlling the mobile application by using brain wave frequency for that purpose we develop
“brain Mobile control Application”. When user wants to open particular application he just thinks
about this application. When user see this particular application icon on the mobile screen his brain
produce P300 brain wave signal. When mobile receive this P300 brain wave signal then it stop this
application icon on screen. After that user open this application by wink his eyes. Simultaneously
“Brain thought monitoring Application (BTM apps)”displays the status of different brain wave
frequency on the mobile screen.
Keywords- Brain computer interface (BCI); brain-mobile controlled application (BMC apps); Brain
thought monitoring Application (BTM apps); P300; and EEG headsets.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Most of the mobile operate and control by using keypad, touch screen, speech recognition system
etc. but we have one innovative idea to avoid using any physical device physical interface with
mobile. We use Wireless EEG headsets are used to acquire the brain wave frequency signals directly
from the brain and after signal processing it is given to the mobile.
EEG headsets
Mobile phone with BMC apps (brainmobile controlled application) and Brain
thought monitoring Application (BTM
apps)
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Figure 1. Block diagram of smartphone Wireless controlling system using brain wave frequency signal
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Human brain can produce different brain wave frequencies such as alpha, gamma, theta etc. but the
frequency of that wave very less .it about less than 50Hz. So in our system we use EEG headsets to
sense this frequency from human brain and through Bluetooth this frequency given to the mobile
phone. In mobile phone we implemented BMC apps (brain-mobile controlled application). This
application is run when our mobile connected to EEG headsets though the Bluetooth. When mobile
receive less than 50Hz frequency. This frequency is called gamma frequency. When brain frequency
controller apps receive this frequency, it flashes different applications icons sequentially on the
screen one by one. At time only one application icons is flash on the screen mobile phone for 2
seconds. When user want to open adobe reader application when adobe reader applicationicons flash
on screen the user brain produced the P300 brain wave signal. P300 Positive peaks in the brain
waves due to infrequent visual, auditory or somatosensory stimuli. These peaks elicited about 300 ms
after attending to an oddball stimulus among several frequent stimuli. When mobile receive this
signal form EEG headsets, it automatically stop adobe reader application icons on the screen. EEG
headsets continuously monitor the brain wave frequency. When user winks his eyes then this
application automatically open. Similarly we can open different mobile application.

II.

SYSTEM AND ARCHITECTURE

In this section we provide details description about hardware and software of our system. In our
system we use different device for sensing, wireless transmission of signal and controlling.
2.1 EEG Headsets
[2]When humans perform any activity such as move, smile or even think, some nerve cells are
activated and generate short electrical signal called action potentials (Wolpaw et al., 2012). These
potentials are transferable between cells through synapses. EEG data is typically recorded by small
electrodes. There are different types of electrodes available: disposable electrodes, metal cup
electrodes, needle electrodes (invasive), and gelled electrodes cups. The metal and gelled electrodes
are currently used for BCI applications (Stieglitz et al., 2009). Despite that, some researchers are
attempting to develop user-friendly dry electrodes to minimize the preparation time required (Liao et
al., 2012).Although studies use different numbers of electrodes according to the mental tasks
analyzed; EEG electrodes are generally placed at particular locations on the scalp.

Figure 2. The electrodes ‟ positions and the channels” names in the 10-20 international EEG replacement system
(Fernando et al., 2009, p. 1217).
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EEG data is typically recorded by small electrodes. There are different types of electrodes available:
disposable electrodes, metal cup electrodes, needle electrodes (invasive), and gelled electrodes cups.
The metal and gelled electrodes are currently used for BCI applications (Stieglitz et al., 2009).
Despite that, some researchers are attempting to develop user-friendly dry electrodes to minimize the
preparation time required (Liao et al., 2012).
2.2 BMC Apps (Brain-Mobile Controlled Application)
For controlling the smartphone through the brain wave frequency we implement the BMC apps
(brain-mobile controlled application) that work on brain wave frequency. When we connect EEG
headsets to the mobile through the wireless device such as Bluetooth. Then it automatically flashes
the different icon on the mobile screen one by one. We demonstrate a brain-mobile controlled
application, which works on similar principles to a P300-speller [7] brain-computer interface: the
phone flashes a sequence of icons of different application and a P300 brain potential is elicited when
the flashed icon matches the application that the user wishesto open. We also demonstrate a version
of the same app whichdetects the much larger and more easily detectable EEG signals triggered by
the user winking their eyes when the target application icon appears. [1]This “wink”-triggered
application controlling works robustly in noisy conditions. The P300, or “think”-triggered, dialeris
very promising but at present less reliable. One could arguethat other “hands off” types of actuation
such as voicerecognition is more suitable an interface to mobile applications.However, our goal is to
best understand how firing neurons can drive mobile applications and what the current limitations in
the state of the art are when using off-the-shelf wireless EEG headsets and phones.
2.2.1 Algorithm For Mobile Controlling System Through Brain
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start
Connect EEG to the mobile trough Bluetooth
When mobile is connected to the EEG
If mobile do not receive gamma wave itsearch gamma wave.
If mobile receive gamma wave
Brain frequency mobile controller application flashes different icon of different application
on the screen one by one for 2second delay.
7. If mobile receive P300 brain wave then Mobile stops this application icon on mobile screen.
8. When user winks his eyes then selected application will be open.
2.2 Brain Thought Monitoring Application (BTM apps)
When EEG headset send Brain wave frequency signal to the mobile through the wireless device such
as Bluetooth. When mobile receive this signal Brain thought monitoring Application (BTM apps)
automatically display the status of different brain wave frequency signal on upper sidebar of mobile
screen. When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its display this
frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the
2.2.1 Delta(1-3 Hz) :. When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its
display this frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the “sleeping”
status on mobile screen.[2] This wave has high amplitude but low frequency. It is seen in young
children normally, and also in adults when they are sleeping.
2.2.1Theta (4-7 Hz): When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its
display “4-7 Hz” frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the
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“medications, relaxation and creative status” status on mobile screen.[2] This signal is normally seen
in young children, it could be as well generated in older children and adults in arousal or drowsiness.
It is also associated with medications, relaxation and creative status.
2.2.3 Alpha(8-13 Hz): When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its
display “8-13 Hz” frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the “mental
exertion” status on mobile screen.[2] This is the first type of wave discovered in the human brain. It
has high amplitude. It emerges with eyes closing and relaxation, and attenuates with opening the
eyes and mental exertion.
2.2.4Beta (14-30 Hz): When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its
display “14-30 Hz” frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the
“anxious thinking ” status on mobile screen.[2] Beta wave can be also called sensorimotor rhythm, as
it accrues when arms or hands idle. It could be associated with drugs and anxious thinking. It is
generated from the frontal lobe, and is widely used for motor BCI applications. In the case of cortical
damage this wave could be absent.
2.2.5Gamma (>30Hz): When mobile receive this brain wave frequency from EEG headsets then its
display “>30Hz” frequency on mobile screen upper sidebar and simultaneously display the
“alertness, working and motor movements” status on mobile screen.[2] This pattern is associated
with alertness, working and motor movements .
2.2.6Algorithm For Brain Thought Monitoring System.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Start
EEG monitors the different brain frequencies
EEG sends this frequency to Mobile through Bluetooth
Mobile receives these brain frequencies and mobile application do classification
When mobile receive the Delta 1-3 Hz frequency then Mobile display “sleeping” status.
When mobile receive the Theta 4-7 Hz frequency then Mobile display “medications,
relaxation and creative” status.
7. When mobile receive the Alpha18-30 Hz frequency then Mobile display “anxious thinking”
status
8. When mobile receive the Gamma>30 Hz frequency then Mobile display “medications,
relaxation and creative” status.
III.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the target and non-target stimuli of single channel EEG waveform it can be noted
that the potential raises at around 300 to 350 ms i.e. the response to the target will be accurate during
this time period and that is why it is termed as P300 Event Related Potential (P300 ERP).
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Figure 3 The EEG pattern of target and non-target waveform for single channel.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we had put forward the emerging Smartphone Wireless Controlling and brain thought
monitoring System for the purpose of fast mobile operation without any physical interface and
monitoring the human thought for improving the thinking of human. When any person use this brain
thought monitoring system he gets the real time information about its thought. So by using brain
thought monitoring system human can control there thought.
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